During the Cretaceous (145-66 Ma), early angiosperms rapidly diversified, eventually 13 outcompeting the ferns and gymnosperms previously dominating most ecosystems. 14 Heightened competitive abilities of angiosperms are often attributed to higher rates of 15 transpiration facilitating faster growth. This hypothesis does not explain how 16
Introduction 34
The abrupt origin and rapid diversification of the flowering plants during 35 the mid-Cretaceous, and their eventual dominance globally, has long been 36 considered an 'abominable mystery' 1 . While the cause of their high diversity has 37 been attributed primarily to coevolution with pollinators and herbivores, many 38 hypotheses have been posed to explain why angiosperms were able to become 39 ecologically dominant in most terrestrial ecosystems. A common theme among 40 these hypotheses has been the idea that angiosperms developed a set of 41 physiological traits that allowed them to achieve higher rates of primary 42 productivity than either the ferns or the gymnosperms 2 . Terrestrial primary 43 productivity is determined by the photosynthetic capacity of leaves, and one of 44 the greatest biophysical limitations to photosynthetic rates across all the major 45 clades of terrestrial plants is the leaf surface conductance to CO 2 and water vapor . 46 In order for CO 2 to diffuse from the atmosphere into the leaf, the wet internal 47 surfaces of leaves must be exposed to the dry ambient atmosphere, which can 48 cause leaf desiccation and prevent further CO 2 uptake. As a consequence, 49 increasing leaf surface conductance to CO 2 also requires increasing rates of leaf 50 water transport in order to avoid desiccation 3 . 51
Both theory and empirical data suggest that among all major clades of 52 terrestrial plants the upper limit of leaf surface conductance to CO 2 and water 53 vapor is tightly coupled to biophysical limitations on cell size [4] [5] [6] [7] . Cellular 54 allometry, in particular the scaling of genome size, nuclear volume, and cell size 55 represents a direct physical constraint on the number of cells that can occupy a given space and, as a result, on the distance between cell types and tissues 8 . 57
Because leaves with many small stomata and a high density of veins promote 58 higher rates of gas exchange than leaves with fewer, larger stomata and larger, 59 less dense veins 9 , variation in cell size can drive large changes in potential carbon 60 gain 10 . Without reducing cell size, increasing stomatal and vein densities would 61 displace other important tissues, such as photosynthetic mesophyll cells 11 . 62
Therefore, the densities of stomata on the leaf surface and of veins inside the leaf 63 are inversely related to the sizes of guard cells and xylem elements of which they 64 are comprised. 65
While numerous environmental and physiological factors can influence 66 the final sizes of somatic eukaryotic cells, the minimum size of meristematic cells 67 and the rate of their production are strongly constrained by nuclear volume, more 68 commonly measured as genome size [12] [13] [14] [15] . Among land plants, the bulk DNA 69 content of cells varies by three orders of magnitude, with the angiosperms 70 exhibiting both the largest range in genome size and the smallest absolute genome 71 sizes 16 . Whole-genome duplications and subsequent genomic rearrangements 72 rapidly change genome size and are thought to have directly contributed to the 73 unparalleled diversity in anatomical, morphological, and physiological traits of 74 the angiosperms 15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . We extend this prior work and predict that genome size 75 variation is not only responsible for gene diversification but also directly controls 76 minimum cell size and, thus, is the underlying variable directly influencing both 77 stomatal size and density and leaf vein density thus directly influencing rates of 78 leaf gas exchange across the major clades of terrestrial plants. 79
To test whether genome downsizing among the angiosperms drove the 80 anatomical and physiological innovations that resulted in their ecological 81 dominance over other major clades of terrestrial plants, we compiled data for 82 genome size, cell size (guard cell length, l g ), leaf vein density (D v ), and maximum 83 and operational leaf surface conductance to CO 2 and water vapor (g s,max and g s,op , 84 respectively) for almost 1100 species of ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms. If 85 genome downsizing were critical for angiosperm success, then we expect genome 86 size to have declined rapidly during early angiosperm evolution but, perhaps, to 87 have remained unchanged among the ferns and gymnosperms. Furthermore, if 88 genome size constrains l g and D v , then evolutionary changes in genome size 89 should precede changes in both l g and D v . Finally, we predict that the benefits of 90 genome downsizing on carbon gain should be greatest when photosynthesis and 91 transpiration are proportional, such as in plant species that possess C3 and C4 92 photosynthetic metabolism, in contrast to species employing crassulacean acid 93 metabolism (CAM), which decouples gas exchange from periods of high 94 evaporative demand. If these predictions about the biophysical effects of genome 95 size and its evolution are supported, then genome downsizing among the 96 angiosperms led directly to their greater potential and realized primary 97 productivity, contributing to their rapid domination of ecosystems globally. 98
99
Results 100
Trait correlations (genome vs vein density and cell size) and phylogenetic independent 101
contrasts a linear regression with a slope, although this model indicated that fern l g increased 137 through time ( Figure 4 ). 138
Genome size evolution among C3 species was best modeled by allowing for 139 different rates of trait evolution for the three clades, consistent with our prediction that 140 the angiosperms capitalized on genome downsizing. Although we had predicted that OU 141 models, which model stabilizing selection around optimum trait values, would best fit the 142 data, the best-fitting model was instead the Brownian motion model that included 143 different rates for each clade. In this model, the rate parameter indicates the standard 144 deviation of trait values around the phylogenetic mean; thus a faster rate is indicative of 145 greater trait variance. In all 100 simulations, the Brownian motion model provided the 146 best fit with ΔAIC = 14.33 ± 0.17, compared to the second-best fitting model in each 147 iteration ( Table 2) . Across all C3 taxa, genome size evolved faster in the ferns (0.19 ± 148 0.0009) and gymnosperms (0.14 ± 0.0008) than in the angiosperms (0.088 ± 0.0006). 149
Similarly, in the combined analysis that incorporated all clades and photosynthetic 150 pathways, a Brownian motion model with multiple rates best described the data in all 100 151 simulations (ΔAIC = 130.14 ± 1.20), and the modeled parameters were similar to those 152 from the other models (Table 2) . 153
Among the angiosperms, genome size evolution differed with photosynthetic 154 pathway, reflecting that genome size-cell size allometry imposes different constraints on 155 C3 and CAM species (Figures 1, 5 ). First, genome size evolution was best modeled by a 156
Brownian motion process (100 out of 100 simulations, ΔAIC = 102.39 ±1.04; Table 2 ) 157 that allowed for multiple rates of evolution for lineages employing the different 158 photosynthetic pathways. CAM lineages had the largest estimated phylogenetic mean 159 genome size (equivalent to the estimated ancestral genome size) and also the fastest rate 160 of genome size evolution, in both balanced (phylogenetic mean: t = 18.61, df = 105.11, P 161 < 0.0001; rate: t = 35.36, df = 99.65, P < 0.0001) and unbalanced (phylogenetic mean: t = 162 30.89, df = 113.66, P < 0.0001; rate: t = 47.53, df = 100.99, P < 0.0001) species sampling 163 ( Figure 4 ). Second, we tested whether there were time lags between shifts in genome size 164 and shifts in either D v or l g associated with transitions between photosynthetic pathways. 165
If genome size fundamentally constrains D v and l g , then shifts in genome size should 166 either coincide with or precede shifts in the other traits, but genome size should not lag 167 behind either D v or l g . Although in 96 of 100 simulations vein density lagged behind 168 genome size, support for this model was weak (ΔAIC = 2.80 ± 0.16), suggesting that 169 there has been little or no lag between D v and genome size. Similarly, although shifts in l g 170 lagged behind shifts in genome size in 80 of 100 simulations, support was weak (ΔAIC = 171 0.99 ± 0.09). In the other 20 simulations, there was no lag between shifts in genome size 172 and l g (ΔAIC = 1.32 ± 0.45), further suggesting that genome size and cell size evolve in 173 unison. In none of the time lag simulations did genome size lag behind either D v or l g , 174 strengthening support for genome size fundamentally constraining both l g and D v . 175 176
Discussion 177
Our results suggest that the basis for developing leaves with the potential 178 for high rates of gas exchange derive not exclusively from common 179 developmental programs nor from genetic correlations (i.e. linkage between genes 180 controlling both traits), but, even more fundamentally, from biophysical scaling 181 constraints that limit minimum cell size 4, 38 . These scaling relationships between 182 genome size and gas exchange rates as well as analyses of trait evolution suggest 183 that genome downsizing among the angiosperms permitted the evolution of the 184 anatomical traits responsible for increased rates of photosynthesis and biomass 185 accumulation ( Figures 2-4 ). Importantly, while genome downsizing has been 186 critical to increasing leaf gas exchange rates among the angiosperms, it was not a 187 key innovation that occurred only at the root of the angiosperm phylogeny. 188
Rather, the angiosperms exhibit a wide range of genome sizes, and coordinated 189 changes in genome size and physiological traits have repeatedly occurred 190 throughout the evolutionary history of the angiosperms (Table S2 ). Whole-191 genome duplications have been particularly important in promoting 192 diversification among the angiosperms 17 yet result in larger, physiologically 193 detrimental, genomes. Our results suggest that genome downsizing is critical to 194 recovering leaf gas exchange capacity subsequent to genome duplications. 195
The ecological revolution ushered in by the angiosperms is due largely to 196 the biophysical benefits associated with decreasing genome and cell sizes. If 197 heightened competitive ability among the angiosperms drove their ecological 198 dominance, then innovations that allowed minimum cell size to decline were 199 critical to this transformative process 38 . Because genome size provides a 200 boundary on minimum cell size, genome size has numerous consequences for the 201 structure and organization of cells and tissues in leaves, which directly influence 202 metabolic rates. Specifically, unlike ferns and gymnosperms, angiosperms were 203 able to develop leaves with numerous, small stomata and a high density of veins 204 because of rapid reductions in genome size during the Cretaceous (Figures 2, 4) . 205
Non-angiosperm lineages exhibited no similar changes in these traits during the 206 same time, despite a single, universal scaling relationship in all major clades of 207 terrestrial plants between genome size and anatomical (D v and l g ) and 208 physiological (g s,max and g s,op ) traits. Across seed plants, genome downsizing 209 effectively brings actual productivity closer to its theoretical maximum ( Figure 3) , 210
allowing the angiosperms to outcompete other land plants. 211
Cell size has direct and predictable effects on gas diffusion across the leaf 212 epidermis, and, as we show here, also on the supply of liquid water to the leaf. 213
Physical resistance to diffusion across leaf surfaces is ultimately determined by 214 the size of epidermal cells, and the maximum diffusive conductance of CO 2 and 215 the effects of cell size on leaf epidermal properties have been well characterized, 217 the effects of cell size on the efficiency of liquid water supply through the leaf 218 are, perhaps, less obvious. Given a constant leaf volume, increasing D v without 219 displacing photosynthetic mesophyll cells requires reductions in vein and conduit 220 sizes that can only be accomplished by decreasing cell size 11, 39 . However, smaller 221 conduits have higher hydraulic resistances. To overcome the increase in resistance 222 associated with reducing conduit sizes, other innovations in xylem anatomy that 223 reduce hydraulic resistance have been hypothesized to facilitate narrower xylem 224 conduits and high D v . In particular, the development of low resistance end walls 225 between adjacent cells is thought to have given angiosperms a hydraulic 226 advantage as conduit diameters decreased. Only in angiosperm lineages with very 227 high D v do primary xylem have simple perforation plates, which have lower 228 resistance to water flow than scalariform perforation plates 11 . Similarly, the low 229 resistance of gymnosperm torus-margo pits compared to angiosperm pits can 230 result in higher xylem specific hydraulic conductivity for small diameter conduits 231 40 . In both cases, while smaller conduits have higher resistance, this potential cost 232 has been offset by other innovations that reduce hydraulic resistance at the scale 233 of the whole xylem network. The requirement of these other changes to xylem 234 anatomy to occur before potential gains from reduced conduit sizes can be 235 realized may explain why evolutionary shifts in D v almost always lagged behind 236 shifts in genome size associated with transitions between photosynthetic 237 pathways. In contrast, shifts in l g were less likely to lag behind shifts in genome 238 size, instead evolving concurrently with genome size, probably due to the direct 239 and simple effect of genome size on l g without the need for other traits to evolve. this region of trait space, and the angiosperms tend to be more productive than 257 either the ferns or the gymnosperms across a broad range of environmental 258
conditions. Furthermore, genome size may predict ecological breadth even within 259 species insofar as species with small genomes can exhibit greater plasticity in 260
final cell size and inhabit a wider range of environmental conditions. Thus, rapid 261 genome downsizing by the angiosperms during the Cretaceous likely explains not 262 only their greater potential and realized primary productivity ( Figure 3 ) but also 263 why they were able to expand into and create new ecological habitats, 264 fundamentally altering the global biosphere and atmosphere 41 . 265
Yet, not all angiosperms have small genomes (Figures 1-2 ). Genome size-266 cell size allometry determines physiological function within a given environment 267 when photosynthetic rates are proportional to transpiration rates. This is certainly 268 the case for species employing the C3 and C4 photosynthetic pathways. However, 269 due to higher water use efficiency of C4 photosynthesis, the physiological effects 270 of genome size variation may be slightly weaker in C4 species than they are in C3 gain and water loss are minimal, and, as a result, CAM species have significantly 281 larger genomes than either C3 or C4 species (Figures 4-5 ). CAM lineages also 282 have faster rates of genome size evolution than C3 lineages, suggesting that 283 genome size may be more constrained in C3 lineages because cell size has a direct 284 and substantial effect on gas exchange rates ( Figure 5 ). However, the limited 285 taxonomic resolution of CAM photosynthesis may be biasing our estimates of 286 evolutionary rates. There are undoubtedly C3 species and C3-CAM intermediates 287 that we have classified as strictly CAM, which would increase the disparity in The rapid diversification and spread of angiosperms during the Cretaceous 302 dramatically restructured terrestrial ecosystems 41, 42 . While their heightened 303 diversification rates have long been thought to result from a combination of 304 unique traits that allowed them to coevolve with pollinators and herbivores 43-47 , 305 only recently have hypotheses about how angiosperms became ecologically 306 dominant been considered. Central to these hypotheses has been that the angiosperms became competitively more successful due to faster growth rates 48 , 308 supported by higher rates of photosynthesis and transpiration 9, 30, 42 . Anatomical 309 innovations that appeared among the angiosperms-smaller, more abundant 310 stomata and narrower, more densely packed leaf veins-that support higher rates of 311 transpiration and photosynthesis would have been particularly advantageous as 312 atmospheric CO 2 concentration declined during the Cretaceous. These traits are 313 unique to the angiosperms and due, we show, to reductions in cell and genome 314 sizes that occurred after the appearance of early angiosperms. Smaller genomes 315 and cells increased leaf surface conductance to CO 2 and enabled higher potential 316 and realized primary productivity. Interestingly, the physiological benefits of 317 small genomes and cells are realized only when photosynthetic rates are 318 proportional to transpiration rates; species employing CAM photosynthesis avoid 319 assimilating CO 2 during periods of high evaporative demand driven by light 320 interception. As a result, CAM species can have larger genomes without the 321 physiological costs that C3 species might incur. Additionally, CAM species often 322 inhabit marginal habitats characterized by limited water availability and nutrient 323 cycling that are unable to support high rates of primary productivity 49 . 324
Furthermore, because genome downsizing lowers the limit of minimum cell size, 325
final cell size can vary much more widely, which facilitates a closer coupling of 326 anatomy and physiology with environmental conditions. Therefore, genome 327 downsizing has increased the range of habitable environments and allowed 328 angiosperms to outcompete other land plants in almost every ecosystem. 
Leaf traits 333
Published data for guard cell length (l g ), stomatal density (D s ), and vein density 334 (D v ) were compiled from the literature (Table S1 ). Genome size data for each 335 species were taken from the Plant DNA C-values database (release 6.0, December 336 2012), managed by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 22 . In total, our dataset 337 comprised 1087 species of vascular plants, of which 979 were angiosperms, 54 338 were gymnosperms, and 54 were ferns. For the 979 angiosperms in the dataset, 339 there were D v data for 164 and guard cell size data for 220. Similarly, there were 340 D v data for 23 gymnosperms and for 10 ferns, and there were l g data for 20 341 gymnosperms and for 41 ferns. The large discrepancy between the total number 342 of angiosperms in the dataset and the number of angiosperms with leaf trait data is 343 due to inclusion of genome size data for CAM species that lacked leaf trait data. 344
Because different photosynthetic pathways (C3, C4, CAM) employ different 345 strategies of maintaining water balance, the effects of genome size-cell size allometry 346 may differ among species employing different photosynthetic pathways. We tested this 347 hypothesis by comparing genome size evolution among the angiosperms. We expected 348 the largest difference to exist between C3 and CAM species, and so we focused the 349 (1) 364 365 where d H2O is the diffusivity of water in air (0.0000249 m 2 s -1 ), m v is the molar volume of 366 air normalized to 25 °C (0.0224 m 3 mol -1 ), D s is stomatal density (mm -2 ), a max is 367 maximum stomatal pore size, and d p is the depth of the stomatal pore. The a max term can 368 be approximated as: π(l p /2) 2 , where l p is stomatal pore length with l p being approximated 369 as l g /2, where l g is guard cell length 4, 24 . d p is assumed to be equal to guard cell width (W). 370
If W was not reported d p was estimated as 0.36·l g 7 . 371
Operational stomatal conductance (g s,op ), by contrast, more accurately defines the 
Analyses of trait evolution 393
To determine the temporal patterns of trait evolution, we generated a phylogeny 394 from the list of taxa (Table S1 ) using Phylomatic (v. 3) and its stored family-level 395 supertree (v. R20120829). To date nodes in the supertree, we compiled node ages from 396 recent, fossil-calibrated estimates of crown group ages. Node ages were taken from 397
Magallón et al. 26 for angiosperms, Lu et al. 27 for gymnosperms, and Testo and Sundue 28 398 for ferns. The age of all seed plants was taken as 330 million years 29 . Because there is some uncertainty in the maximum age of the ancestor of all angiosperms, we took the 400 angiosperm crown age used by Brodribb and Field 30 to make our results directly 401 comparable to theirs. We tested this assumed angiosperm age by using different ages for 402 the crown group angiosperms ranging from 130 Ma to 180 Ma, and the results were not 403 qualitatively different. Of the 331 internal nodes in our tree, 90 of them had ages. These 404 ages were assigned to nodes and all other branch lengths smoothed using the function 405 'bladj' in the software Phylocom (v. 4.2 31 ). Polytomies were resolved by random 406 bifurcation and adding 5 million years to each of these new branches and subtracting an 407 equivalent amount from the descending branches so that the tree remained ultrametric. 408
For all subsequent analyses of character evolution, this method for randomly resolving 409 polytomies was repeated 100 times to account for phylogenetic uncertainty. To fit models 410 of trait evolution, stochastic character change 32 was mapped on each randomly resolved 411 tree using the function 'make.simmap' in the R package phytools 33 before fitting each 412 model of evolution (described below). For ancestral state reconstructions the ages and 413 character estimates at each node were averaged across the 100 randomly resolved trees. 414
Ancestral state reconstructions were calculated using the residual maximum 415 likelihood method, implemented in the function 'ace' from the R package ape 34 . To 416 determine when changes in traits pushed the frontiers of trait values, the upper (D v ) and 417 lower (genome size and l g ) limits of traits were estimated by first extracting the upper or 418 lower ten percent of reconstructed trait values in sequential five million year windows 419 and then attempting to fit curves to these values. This method is similar to a previous 420 analysis of D v evolution through time 35 , which is included here for comparison. We 421 compared three types of curve fits: a linear fit that lacked slope (equivalent to the mean of the reconstructed trait values), a linear fit that included both a slope and an intercept, and 423 a nonlinear curve of the form trait = a + b/(1 + e^(-(time + c)/d)). Curves were fit to 424 reconstructed trait values for each clade between 160 and 50 Ma, which corresponds to 425 the time period encompassing the major diversification and expansion of the 426 angiosperms, and the best fit was chosen based on AIC scores with a difference in AIC of 427 5 taken to indicate significant differences in fits. Ancestral state reconstructions of 428 genome size for CAM angiosperms were calculated separately from C3 and C4 429 angiosperms because of the computational time required for the analyses. Phylogenetic 430 independent contrasts (PICs) were used to determine whether traits underwent correlated 431 evolution. PICs for each pairwise combination of traits were calculated for only species 432 with data for both traits. Correlations between PICs were calculated using Spearman rank 433 correlations in the function 'cor.table' from the R package picante 36 . 434
To determine whether the tempo and mode of genome size evolution differed 435 among major clades and lineages with different photosynthetic pathways, we used the R 436 package mvMORPH 37 to fit four types of evolutionary models under a maximum 437 likelihood criterion: Brownian motion (BM) with a single rate of evolution for the entire 438 tree, Brownian motion with multiple rates for different groups of taxa, Ornstein-439 Uhlenbeck (OU) process with a single adaptive optimum for all species, Ornstein-440
Uhlenbeck process with different trait optima for different groups of taxa. Three types of 441 regimes were modeled: (1) C3 species in all three major clades, (2) angiosperms differing 442 in photosynthetic pathway, (3) all clades and all photosynthetic pathways. In all of these 443 analyses, we accounted for phylogenetic uncertainty as described above. Model fits were 444 compared using AIC scores with a difference in AIC of 5 assumed to indicate a 445 significantly better model. In determining whether genome size evolution differed among 446 angiosperms with different photosynthetic pathways, we attempted to account for the 447 large discrepancy in the number of C3 and CAM angiosperms in the dataset by using all 448 species ('unbalanced' analysis) and by randomly sampling 271 CAM species so that there 449 were equivalent numbers of C3 and CAM species ('balanced' analysis). Then the same 450 models as above were fit and compared. Because the analysis focused on the comparison 451 between C3 and CAM species, t-tests were used to compare phylogenetic means and 452 rates of genome size evolution, although estimated parameters for C4 species are 453 included for completeness. 454
To determine whether there were temporal lags between changes in genome size 455
and changes in D v and l g , we compared OU models that allowed for multiple trait optima 456 that used symmetric (no time lag) and non-symmetric (one trait lags behind another) 457 alpha matrices. Although in univariate analyses the OU model underperformed the BM 458 models, analyses of time lags between trait shifts can be assessed using only OU models. 459 460
Scaling relationships 461
Scaling relationships between genome size and D v , l g , g s,max , and g s,op were 462 calculated from log-transformed data and analyzed using the function 'sma' in the R 463 package smatr 36 . Analyses were performed for the entire dataset and also for individual 464 clades. Slope tests were used to determine whether the scaling relationship between 465 genome size and g s,max was significantly different than the relationship between genome 466 size and g s,op and whether the scaling relationship between genome size and g s,op and g s,max 467 differed among clades. Table  477 S2. 478 Table  484 S2. 485 Table S2 . Trait and phylogenetic independent contrast (PIC) correlations for all species and for only the angiosperms. Trait correlations are in the upper triangle and contrast correlations in the lower triangle. Spearman rank correlation coefficients are shown. Asterisks indicate significance level: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001
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